
Seat Cover Installation
for Bucket Seats

Headrests need to be removed prior to installation of the seat cover. Most 
headrests remove by pressing the adjustment button located at the base of 
the post (Figure 1) and lifting the headrest until it detaches from the seat. 
Some headrests have a hidden button located on the opposite side of the 
adjustment button (Figure 2) that needs to be depressed at the same time. 
Finally, some vehicles have a small release hole. These release holes are lo-
cated at the top where the posts enter the seat (Figure 3). The hole can appear 
at the back or side of the adjustment box. The headrests need to be lifted all the 
way up. A small tool such as an allen wrench, molding nail, or even a paperclip 
can release the headrest. Insert the tool while applying vertical pressure and the 
headrest will come out.  

Next, slide the seat cover over the top of the seat back (Figure 4). Then align any headrest or control cut outs with their respective 
location. Locate securing flap (Figure 5) on the inside of seat cover. Neatly slide flap between the seat back and seat bottom 
cush-ions. Make sure the seat cover is aligned correctly over the seat back before moving onto step 3.

Step 2
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Step 1 Headrest Removal
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Seat Cover Installation
for Bucket Seats cont.

Step 3

Place the bottom section of the seat cover in place over the seat bottom and make sure it aligns properly. Locate stretch cords 
at the back/bottom section of the seat cover (Figure 6). Thread bungee cord through grommets on flap (Figure 7). Pull forward 
under seat attaching to loops located at the front of the seat cover (Figure 8).

Step 4

Align headrest accommodation opening evenly on top of the seats back rest (Figure 9). Pull Velcro 
attachments snugly together creating an even line around headrest posts. Adjust cover for best fitment. Insert control knobs/ 
arm rests through openings on seat cover and adjust as shown in Figure 10.

Note: Some Saddleblanket seat covers do not come with cut outs for headrest posts. To install insert a pencil or narrow
object between weaves where posts would attach through the seat cover. Make a small circling motion to separate weave. 
Slide headrest posts between weave and into receptacle on top creating a seamless opening.
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Seat Cover Installation
for Bench Seats (A)

Remove headrests prior to installation of seat cover.  Slide 
back sections of the seat cover over the seat.  Loosely fit 
making sure any headrest or latch cut outs line up evenly.  
If there is an armrest make sure cut out is aligned properly.

Push bottom of back rest with Velcro through seat crevice 
to the back of the seat.  Pull top section down over the seat 
and align.  Smooth out to desired fitment and attach Velcro 
sections.  Repeat for opposite side.

Push top section of cover between the seat cushions.  
Smooth out cover to desired fitment.   Pull elastic loops 
from back of seat and from side to side attaching with 
hooks under the seat.  Some sections come with a bungee 
cord that can be run through the straps.  Repeat for oppo-
site side.  Many seat bottoms fold up which will help with 
the installation.
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Pull armrest cover over 
armrest, align and secure by 
hooking velcros together.



Seat Cover Installation
for Bench Seats (B)

Remove headrests prior to installation of seat cover.  Slide 
back sections of the seat cover over the seat.  Loosely fit 
making sure any headrest or latch cut outs line up evenly.  
If there is an armrest make sure cut out is aligned properly.

To secure backrest push bottom of cover through the seat 
crevice.  Pull stretch cord from side and feed through loop 
on opposite side and back again attaching to final loop to 
secure.  Repeat procedure for opposite side.

Push top section of cover between the seat cushions.  
Smooth out cover to desired fitment.  To secure cover pull 
stretch cords from side of seat, threading  through loops 
as illustrated.  Repeat procedure for opposite side.  Many 
seat bottoms fold up which will help with the installation.
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Seat Cover Installation
for Bench Seats (C)

Headrests need to be removed prior to installing the rear seat cover. Loosely fit back section(s) on seat (Figure 1). Slide cover 
beneath seatbelt. Align the headrest and any latch cut outs. Attach cover with Velcro or elastic straps. There is a bag of hooks 
sewn along the seam on the inside of the seat cover. Some covers come with PVC tubes. Tuck PVC tubes between cushions, 
adjusting for best fitment (Figure 2). Slide headrest covers all the way down smoothing out for best fitment.

Slide bottom covers over the bench sections of the seat. Most rear seats flip up which will help with the installation. Fit covers 
on seat to liking and then flip up bottom sections and attach elastic straps with hooks or bungee cords. Some sections will 
also attach to the seat with Velcro. Make sure to fully adjust cover before attaching Velcro. 
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Seat Cover Installation
for Center Consoles

Installing the center section.  Lid covers (Figure 1) attach similar to a shower cap.  Some lid covers come with elastic straps that slide under 
the lid.  The upper console installs beneath the lid (Figure 2) with the open side facing up.  Slide elastic straps under the open lid (some straps 
need to be tied) making sure all latch cut outs are positioned properly as some need to be attached with Velcro.  The back of the console will 
attach with Velcro or elastic as well.  
One-piece console covers (Figure 3) install with a Velcro flap that tucks between the top and bottom pieces.  The upper section has elastic 
that slides beneath the console lid and can be tied or attached together with included hooks.  Opening bottom consoles (Figure 4) have a 
lid cover that attaches with Velcro to the underside of the lid or on the back section.  Non opening bottom pieces attach with elastic straps 
and hooks.
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